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I. INTRODUCTION

rn the last decennia, it has repeated.ly been suggested to apply laminar
flovr for Lhe ventilation of operating theatres. This type of flow
originates from the clean room technique and many firms working in thís
field aim at inrroducing this technique also in operating theatres.
rt has already often been ernphasized that the name "laminar flow,, is
misleading, because it is not a laminar flow but onry a non-míxing
lorn¡-turbulent or displacement flow. The clean displacement f low may be
disturbed by temperature differences in the operating theatre. To
attain a reliable operation, the air velocity in the dov¡n flow may not
be lower than 0.3 rn/s and in the cross flow the horizontal air velocity
may not be lornrer than about 0.5 n/s. An irnportant dífference between
conventional ventilation and displacemenL flow ín the operating theatre
is the difference in air change rate. rn conventional systems the air
change rate is often 20 times an hour and for displacement flow this
rate may be 50 to some hundreds.

Above the operating table the air change rate is in the order of several
hundreds. rn spite of many efforts to prove the effectiveness of such
high air change rates for the operating room there ere many leading
authors, e.g. Laufman in the u.s.A., who are still of the opinion that
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an actual decrease in post operative ínfections by using laminar flow

has not yet definitely been proved.

YeE the displacement flor^r has certain advantages. Therefore, efforts
have been made to moderate the disadvantages, i.e. the higher investment

costs and the higher energy need by certain measures, One of these

measures is the choice of down flow because, corupared to cross flow,

this is also effective at lower air velocities and the diameter of the

air stream can further be decreased by down flow, namely to less than

2 x 3 m2. This means that for do¡nm flow 6500 rn3/h suffices, r¿hereas for
cross flow 15000 m3/h is required.

Besides, usíng cross flow, no objects or persons may be present between

the air supply jet and the operating table, because they would disturb
the effect and contaminate the cross flow. Whyte tll in Great Britain
also concluded, based on many germ measurements and considerations,

that the germ numbers in Èhe wound area f.or down flow are so low and the

accessibility of the operating Èable is so much beËter from all sides,

Èhat he prefers the dor^m flovr system. Bossers t2l has developed the

system in the Netherlands. In the NeËherlands, the DuÈch Health Council

in principle supports down flow as a standard system for nost operating

Èheatres.

Or.ring to the cost only a few suitable down flow systems were installed
Eill now. However, by combining the down flow principle with the

overflow system the total cost (investment and operating costs) can be

decreased considerably, because the air duct system can be largely

sinrplified, the air quantiÈies needed are smaller and, consequently,

the energy costs will be lower. The major principles of the overflow

system are:
l. The clean air for the whole surgical department is supplied to the

operating theatres on1y. This air flow is about 2400 m3/h per

'operating theatre.
2. The operating theatres should all be ventilated by dov¡n flow. Each

operating theaÈre is provided with a recirculating fan supplying

about 6500 m3/h of recirculation air through a filter to the



operating table.
3. The air flow of 2400 m3/h to each operating theatre flows over to

the adjacent spaces through a kind of grills in openings in the
walls. rn this way the spaces of the departmenE are ventilated.

Thus, a very reliable pressure hierarchy is achieved in the department.
By pressure hierarchy is meant the pressure differentiatíon intencled for
the different spaces. For cleaner spaces, hígher pressures are required
than for less clean spaces. rn the overflow system this pressure
hierarchy is maintained without automatic controls and is not affected
by the number of operating theatre recirculation fans in full operat.ion.
Now, there are tv¡o important quesËions:

- rs the pressure hierarchy adversely affected by open doors?
- what numbers of germs may be expected in the air of the operating

theatre and ín the other spaces and are these numbers acceptable?

TÏE RNLIABILITY OF T]TE PRESSURE HIERARCHY

As a study object, a large surgery department as designed for Èhe new

building project of the universiÈy hospitals in the Netherlands ¡^ras

chosen. In these projects, a department v¡ith twenty operating theatres
is planned.

By the present guiderines in the Netherlands, if a conventional
ventilating system would be chosen, an air flow of 200 000 n3/h would
be required for the air change of all spaces of this department. An

amount of 60 000 m3/h of these should be fresh air.
rf the overflow system is chosen, only those 60 000 m3/h of fresh air
have to be supplied to the tr^renty operaÈing theatres. The aír in the
oPerating theatres is constantly purified by the recirculation fans of
the operating theatres, r¿hich recirculate 6500 m3/h through filters
(see Figure l).

In Figure 2, the two possibilities - the conventional and the overflor,¡
system - are set against one another.

Ihe conventíonal sysÈem operates with 200 000 m3/h, the overflow syst,em

wíth 60 000 m3/h.
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rn the conventional system, each space is connected to the air suppry
system and the air exhaust system. rn the overflow system the air
supply duct system only supplies air to the operating theatres; onry the
unclean spaces and the space farthest from the operating theaËres are
connected to the exhaust system. rn Èhe conventional system, the
pressure hierarchy can only be maintained - Èhat is, be made independent
of the number of operating theatres in operation - if controls are used
in the air duct system.

The basic principle of the overflow system inpries, however, that the
pressure hierarchy is maintained'by itself" i.e. without the herp of
conÈrols, and, without being effected by the number of operating theatre
recirculation fans in operation.

To find out if the pressure hierarchy is affected by the opening of
doors a pneumatic analogue r¿as used (figure 3).
The analogue represents the department r¿hich was sinplified to 69 spaces
and gives all air flows and pressure relationships in the right ratío Èo

real i ty .

rn this model, 37 doors could be opened independently of each other.
Each space had its o¡^m fluid tube manometer. rn this way, the pressures
in all spaces could be read. simultaneously. rt appeared that only in
exceptional cases the pressure gradient direction r¿i11 reverse owing Èo
the opening of a door.

A reverse of the pressure difference direction in one or more places
occurs more frequently if two doors situated directly one after the
other are opened. In such cases, the reverse of the pressure difference
can be prevented, if desired, by interlocking of critical door pairs.
trlhile automatic doors are often used today, mutual locking of door pairs
t¿il1 be possible without high costs.
The Dutch Conrnittee on the control of cross infection (the Conrnittee)
did not consider this interlocking es necessary, however, because iÈ
only concerns short periods of reversing of pressure differences. The
experiments on tåemodel are treated in detail t3l.



3. THE GERM NIJMBERS TO BE EXPECTED

The germ numbers were calculated using the numbers of shed germs found
by ltrhyte t5l and rhose found by May and pomeroy t6J. trùhyte has made

examinations with men and v/omen while they made movements, dressed. in
different types of operating dress, in experimental rooms ventilated in
dif f erent rrays.

As might be expected, rather different numbers were found. On the ground
of whytets results, r^re chose a number of 25 000 germs (colony forning
particles) per hour for the patients and the staff in operating theatres
ventilated with vertical displacement flow.

For the staff outside the operating theatre we chose lo0 000 gerrns/h.
I'lay and Pomeroyts numbers are of the same order of magnitude as l^Ihyters,

I,rIe emphasize that these nr¡mbers must not be considered as absolute
numbers, they only give the order of magnitude. They are near the median
values and are used for calculating Ëhe average germ number ratiots in
the different spaces.

The following assunrpÈions were made: there are 47 patients and 246

staffmembers in total in the department. In the operat.ing theatre there
are 0.8 patients and five members of the surgical team. Together these
people spread 5.8 x 25 000 = 145 000 germs/h. rn rhe original work t4J,
still 20 000 germs/h were added, coming from elser¡here with 90 m3/h.
Then the total amount is 165 000 germs/h. These are picked up by
2520 + 6500 = 9o2o u.3/h of air, so the average concentration in the
operating theatre is 165 000/9020 = I8r3 germs/m3, of r^¡hich 2r2 germs/m3

originate from the patient.
Ihe concentration in the air in Ehe r¡ound area is rm¡ch lower because

clean air is directed vertically from the ceiling to the table.
In the same hray, the germ numbers for the other spaces can be calculated
from the knovm air flows and germ numbers.

In Table I the main results are gíven in round figures.
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Table I : Germ numbers in different spaces.

germs from patients
in the operating
theat.re and clean
corridor

germs from

s taff

operating theatre, wound are-a

overflowing air
clean corridor

reception,suPPlY air
- overllo$l

recoverv{suPPlY air
- OVef t IO\^I

much less than 2/m3

2/n3

6/m3

6 /n3
6/n3

6/m3
6 /n3

much less

than 16 /m3

t6 /n3
150/rn3

150 /n3
1 90/n3

200 /n3
250/m3

It is once more ernphasized Èhat the ratígS found are more irnportant
than the absolute values.
In the Netherlands the Committee rejected the old habit of switching
over to underpressure in Ëhe operating room in the case of septic
operations. The germs in the pus do not enter the air as airborne
particles.
Germs originating from other spaces rm¡st be prevented. from entering the
operating theatre. This is attained by maintaining overpressure in the
operating room.

From Table l, it is seen that the germ ntrmber at the clean corridor is
nuch higher than in the operating theatre. The fígures in Table I

support the present rule that in the operating theatre overpressure
should always be maintained. The calculations are treated in detail in
publication t4l.

FURryER. CONSEQqENCES

The overflow openings in Èhe v¡alls should be of such a size that the air
flow desired will be achieved aÈ a pressure difference of 5 to l0 pa.

Ttre acconrpanying overflow velocity is then about 3 m/s, with which a
sufficient ventilation of the spaces can be achieved without stagnant
zones.
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The pressures at the doors remain moderate; the doors can be opened

against the pressure difference without effort. If sliding-doors are

used Ehey can be opened without any difficulty.
The temperatures of spaces r"¡hich are situated dor^mstream can be controll-
ed by using air coolers r¡ith a low air resistance such as the coolers
used in induction units, which often are applíed at a resistance in the

order of 3 to 4 Pa.

If cooling \^rater of about lToC is used, no surface condensation occurs
in the cooler. The higher the temperature of the passing air, the
stronger the cooling effect.
Control of every cooler therefore, is perhaps unnecessary.

Generally, the air humidity will hardly increase by more than one

percent. If the absolute humidity of the air in the departmerit increases
by I g/m3, the 60 000 m3/h of air can already absorb 60 l/h of water.
Sound transmission beËween adjacent spaces is only possible where these

spaces are connected functionally. It must therefore be noted that also
without measures a decrease in sound leve1 in the order of l0 to 15 dB

may be expect.ed.

If door interlocking is applied it must remain possible to open them by

hand in case of emergency.

The pressure hierarchy in the overflow sysÈem is much less affected by

leaks in the building construction than in the conventional system,

because the volumes of air flo¡¡ing over are much larger. Ihis is evident
from the experiments in the model: many doors could be opened without
affecting the pressure hierarchy provided they are not situated
directly in succession.

In the overflow system pressure hierarchy is far less irnpaired by wind

influence than in a conventional ínstal1ation.
In Èhe operating theatre an overpressure must always be mainËained.

Switching over to underpressure during so-cal1ed septic operations is
rejected in the Netherlands. So, Ëhe overfl'ow principle can be

mainÈained without exceptions. If the air flow flowing over Èo a small

space is large, the air velocities in Èhe small space may be too hígh.

This can be avoided by an air duct partly shorËcircuiting this space.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Compared Èo a conventional system the overflow system has the following
advantages:

l. Conditions in the operating room and above the operating table are
better.

2. The duct system is far simpler.
3. The air volume flow needed, is much smaller.
4. Pressure hierarchy is maintained without automatic control ("by

itself").
5. Pressure hierarchy is much more reliable.
6. Pressure hierarchy is far less affected by leaks in the building

construction or by wind influence.
7. I{ith a good desígn adjustment of Èhe pressure hierarchy r¿i11 be

hardly necessary. Once right, always right.
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Fig. I

Principle of the overflor^r system for a surgical department
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fig. 2

Comparison of conventional system and overflow system


